Summer School of the Swiss Graduate School for Cognition, Learning, and Memory (SGS-CLM)

Perspectives on Human Memory: Memory Functioning and Memory Failures

Weggis, Switzerland
June 11 – June 14, 2018

Prof. Dr. Geoff Ward, University of Essex, UK
- The relationship between free recall and serial recall: A new benchmark finding in Working Memory
- Towards augmented human memory: Retrieval practice and retrieval-induced forgetting of autobiographical memories in an end of day review

Prof. Dr. Patricia Bauer, Emory University, USA
- Developing a personal past: Remembering and forgetting
- Entries in semantic memory: No-trial learning

Prof. Dr. Paul Verhaeghen, Georgia Tech, USA
- Working memory may just keep on working in old age
- Prime and prejudice: Why we’re all a little bit racist

Prof. Dr. Mary Pat McAndrews, University of Toronto, Canada
- Remembering one’s personal past: The impact of medial temporal lobe damage on autobiographical memory
- How to light up your hippocampus without any memory at all?
INFORMATION & REGISTRATION
National and international PhD students are welcome to register. Please see our website www.gsclm.unibe.ch for more information, registration requirements, registration fees, and different waiver and travel grant options.

Deadline for Registration: March 31, 2018

ORGANIZATION
Prof. Dr. Claudia Roebers (Chair)
Dr. Mariëtte van Loon (Coordinator)
Jenny Gehriger, BSc. (Graduate School Secretary)
For questions please email jenny.gehriger@psy.unibe.ch

SUMMER SCHOOL: PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN MEMORY: MEMORY FUNCTIONING AND MEMORY FAILURES
Monday June 11 (11 am) – Thursday June 14, 2018 (4 pm)

ACTIVITIES
Expert keynotes; PhD student presentations (choice of presentation: paper, poster, peer review); Literature discussions; Networking events.
Student workload: 3 ECTS credits.

VENUE
Seminar-Hotel Rigi
Seestrasse 55/57
6353 Weggis, Switzerland